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For many gardeners, winter is simply a season to endure while planning for the coming spring. The

rich floral splendor they've enjoyed has given way to dull browns and grays tipped by lonely

snow-capped branches. But that doesn't have to be: there are so many easy and inexpensive ways

to add real winter interest to any garden. Two hundred color photographs show the diverse

possibilities, along with site-specific design plans. There are suggestions for selecting and caring for

a broad assortment of flowers, grasses, shrubs, and trees that boast dramatic winter flair, plus

professional choices for cold-hardy container plants. Smart tips include using colored stones,

adding bronze and wood accents, and maximizing the effect of winter light on plants.
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THE WINTER GARDEN: CREATE A GARDEN THAT SHINES THROUGH THE FORGOTTEN

SEASON tells how to plan a garden with winter interest in mind. There are many, many gardening

guides for summer and spring planting and some which advocate 'year round' gardening - but

relatively few which narrow the focus to just winter. Val Bourne suggests trees, shrubs, berries and

evergreens which include different textures, shapes, colors and early flowers for eye-catching

displays, with color photos packing in examples. Gardeners will find this an inspirational guide which

goes beyond the usual colorful flower focus to address other garden elements which can make a

winter garden an appealing success.

I plan to give this book to someone who lives on the East coast, for a reference for garden planning.



This book is full of lovely photos of plants and gardens in winter, which is what I wanted. I am

disappointed in the way it was packaged to go through the mail. As a new book, it should have had

better protection than a flimsy "bubble wrap" envelope. The corners of the cover (hardbound) were

dented, and even though I have no time to return it for a replacement, I wish it were in better

shape.It is beautiful, though, inside - and well organized, too. I am pleased overall.

I bought this book when we lived up north and liked it so much that when we moved I gave it to my

son. This past winter it helped him landscape their sun-covered yard.
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